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Street Fighter: The Miniatures Game Boss Expansion focuses on two powerful fighters from the Street 
Fighter universe: the ruthless dictator, M. Bison and the raging demon, Akuma. Each of these power-hungry 

villains comes with a standard Battle Deck, a Boss Battle Deck, and a set of Nemesis Event Cards.

M. Bison and Akuma are compatible with all modes of play found in Street Fighter: The Miniatures Game 
rulebook. By adding this expansion to a collection, players are given two additional modes to play!

In Boss Mode, one player controls a powerful boss form of either M. Bison or Akuma. Each of these two bosses 
has a unique Boss Battle Deck composed of cards that are intentionally designed to be more powerful than a 

standard Battle Deck. This mode can be played with up to four players; however, the boss player will always face 
off against three other challengers.

In Nemesis Mode, two players are limited to using M. Bison and Akuma. Each player uses the Character’s 
standard Battle Deck with Special Nemesis Event cards, providing a thematic encounter between these two rivals.

IntroductionIntroduction
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GAME COMPONENTS:
1x Rulebook
2x Miniatures

• M. Bison
• Akuma

2x Battle Decks
• M. Bison (41 cards)
• Akuma (41 cards)

2x Boss Battle Decks
• Boss M. Bison (41 cards)
• Boss Akuma (41 cards)

12x Nemesis Event Cards
• M. Bison (6 cards)
• Akuma (6 cards)

30x Challenge Cards
• 10x Standard Boss Challenge Cards
• 10x M. Bison Boss Challenge Cards
• 10x Akuma Boss Challenge Cards

2x Boss Character Dials
• M. Bison
• Akuma

1x Double-Sided Game Board
• Kousyu Street Stage
• Shopping District Stage

3x Terrain Punchout Boards
• Kousyu Street Stage Terrain
• Shopping District Stage Terrain
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Boss Character Cards & Stats
Each boss Character has a boss-specific Character card. These cards 
still list the same stats as a standard Character card -- Move, Health, 
Ultra, and their background -- but feature a much higher Health stat 
and a more powerful Ultra.

Boss Player Board Dials
Boss Player Boards feature a boss Character’s art, along with a Health 
bar and Meter gauge. A boss’s Health bar has higher values listed on 
their Character card. A major difference between a boss Character 
and standard Character is that the maximum amount of Meter they 
can hold is 12 instead of 8. The Meter dial values on each boss Player 
Board will reflect this change.

Event Cards
Event cards included with a boss Battle Deck play the same way as a 
standard Event card with two exceptions. Event cards in boss Battle 
Decks provide 3 dice when they are discarded to boost a Block. The 
other exception is that Supers are not included with boss Battle Decks.

Challenge Deck & Challenge Cards
These cards temporarily hinder the players challenging the boss, or 
provide the boss player with a temporary buff for a turn. The Challenge 
Deck is always built by combining the 10 standard boss challenges with 
the 10 Character-specific challenges, forming a 20-card deck.

A

B

A. Health Bar
B. Meter Gauge

Game ComponentsGame Components

The front of a Character 
card contains all of the 
information needed for the 
Character while the game 
is played, including their 
Move stat, starting Health, 
and Ultra. 

The back of a Character 
card contains background 
information on the 
Character. This is not used 
for gameplay. 

Boss cards are easily differentiated 
from the standard Battle Deck cards 
by their purple card frame, as seen 
in the examples on this page.

There are Standard and Character-specific challenge cards. The Character-
specific cards have the Character’s portrait circle in the bottom right corner, 
so they are easily sorted before and after games for quick setup! 
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In this mode, 3 players will work as a team vs. a single player who takes control 
of an extremely powerful boss Character. As players cooperatively work to take 
down the boss, they will also have to contend with new challenges that cycle at 
the beginning of each boss turn and modify play in the boss’s favor. This mode 
is meant to be very difficult for the players, so teamwork is highly encouraged. 
Players may secretly share hand information during this mode.

Key Changes to the Setup for Boss Mode
1. The boss player will take the Special 40-card boss Battle Deck 

and boss Character card instead of a standard Battle Deck and 
Character card. 

2. The boss player takes 10 standard boss challenge cards and 
combines them with the 10 Character-specific challenge cards, 
forming a 20-card Challenge Deck, and places it next to the game 
board within viewing distance of all players.

Boss Mode Play Sequence
1. Select! - The boss player selects a Character, takes their figure,   

Character card, Battle Deck, and Challenge Deck, then chooses  
the stage they want to play on. The players then each select a   
Character they would like to play, taking their figures, Character  
cards, and Battle Decks. Both the boss and the players set their  
Health dials to the value indicated on their Character cards, and  
their Meter dials to 0. Then, all players shuffle their Battle Decks.

2. Ready! - The players always take their turns before the boss in  
this mode.

3. Set! - The players place each piece of terrain in the location shown in 
the stage diagram. The boss then places their figure directly in  
the center of the board, or as close as they can to the center 
space. The other players must then place their figures at least 4  
spaces away from the boss with no restrictions on how far they  
are placed from each other. They then take 2 Continue tokens  
and 3 Turn Order tokens.

4. Draw! - The players draw 5 cards to form their starting hands.   
Each player may take 1 mulligan by shuffling any number of cards 
from their hand into their deck and drawing back up to 5 cards.  
The boss player then draws 7 cards, but is not given a mulligan  
opportunity.

Key Changes to Gameplay for Boss Mode
1. Each boss has a higher Health stat printed on their boss Character’s 

card that is different from their standard version. 
2. The boss gets 3 dice by default when Blocking against player Attacks.
3. The boss player gets 3 additional dice for each Event card discarded 

to boost a Block.
4. The boss starts with 7 cards in their hand.
5. The boss’s Meter gauge must be filled to 12 to unleash a powerful 

version of their Ultra!
6. The boss player reveals a challenge card from a Challenge Deck 

during each turn.

Turn Sequence
1. Players’ Turns - The players decide amongst themselves   

in which turn order they will go. Then, each player places the  
corresponding Turn Order token in front of them as a reminder. 
Follow the normal player turn sequence for each player. When  
one player is finished, play proceeds in turn order until all   
players have gone.

2. Boss Challenge - After the players finish their turns, the boss  
player discards the previous challenge card and reveals the top 
card of the Challenge Deck, reading it aloud for all players. The 
card’s effects will remain in play until the start of the next Boss 
Challenge step.

3. Boss Turn - At the start of the boss’s turn, they draw up to  
7 cards, filling their hand to its limit. Then, the boss follows the  
standard turn sequence found on page 9 in the Core Rulebook.  
They receive a free move up to their move value and the normal  
2 Actions for their turn. The boss may target any of the three  
players they wish.

Victory Conditions
In order for the boss to win, they must collect 2 continue tokens and 
then KO a third player Character from the fight. The other fighters 
surrender, or flee, and the game immediately ends in victory for the 
boss as soon as a third fighter is KO’d. All hope is lost; the boss will 
now march towards world domination unopposed!

In order for the players to win, they simply need to KO the boss before 
three fighters from their side are KO’d.

Player KO and Return
As soon as one player is KO’d they lose all stored Meter, shuffle their 
decks, reset their Health dial, and give the boss one of the team’s 
continue tokens in order to bring back their Character. The defeated 
player may alternatively select a new Character to bring into the 
battle at the start of their next turn. The player will place their selected 
Character in a space that is at least 4 spaces away from the boss’s 
current position. Then they will draw a new hand of 5 cards, and be 
allowed to take 1 mulligan.

Boss ModeBoss Mode
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Nemesis ModeNemesis Mode
All of the fighters in the Street Fighter world are strong and skilled 
combatants. However there are some that far surpass the others in terms of 
power and technique. Akuma and M. Bison are both warriors who stand 
above the rest of the fighters in terms of strength and ability. So when they 
face off against one another, they reveal their true power. Nemesis Mode 
allows players to control these fighters at their most powerful by using 
Nemesis Event cards to battle one another.

If you think you have what it takes to control these masters and their 
abilities, then Nemesis is the game mode for you!

Setup Sequence for Nemesis Mode 
1. Select! - Each player selects either M. Bison or Akuma, then takes  
 that figure, Character card, Standard Battle Deck, and Nemesis  
 Event Cards. Both players roll 4 dice if there is a dispute. The  
 player who rolls the most  results is the winner and chooses their  
 Character first, while the loser picks a stage to play on. Then, both  
 players remove the 6 Character Event cards from their decks and  
 replace them with the 6 Character-specific Nemesis Event cards.   
 Each player sets their Health dial to the value indicated on  
 their Character card, and their Meter dial to 0. Randomly   
 determine a winner if there is a dispute.
2. Ready! - Both players roll 4 dice. The player that rolls the most   
  results chooses to go first or second. Settle ties per usual rules. 
3. Set! - The player going first places each piece of terrain in the   
 location shown in the stage diagram. The first player places  
 their figure in one of the  Start Spaces. The second player then  
 places their figure in the other  Start Space.
4. Draw! - Both players draw 5 cards to form their starting hands.   
 Each player may take 1 mulligan by shuffling any number of  
 cards from their hands into their deck and drawing back up to 5   
 cards. Now the game is set up and ready to begin, starting with   
 the player who was chosen to go first.

For Nemesis Mode, each player will replace the regular 6 Event cards in 
their Battle Deck with the 6 Special Nemesis Event cards for their Character.  
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Kousyu Street - stage diagram
Versus Character Start Spaces 

Rocks x4   - Small

Multiplayer Character Start Spaces 

Dead Trees x6  - Large

Stage DiagramsStage Diagrams
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Shopping District - stage diagram
Versus Character Start Spaces 

Chicken Crates x2  - Small

Table x2  - Large

Multiplayer Character Start Spaces 

Food Cart x1  - Large
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Build your game!Build your game!

Kousyu Street - 3-D Objects

Rocks - x4

Dead Trees - x6



1212 Shopping District - 3-D Objects

Chicken Crates - x2

Tables - x2



1313Shopping District - 3-D Objects
Food Cart - x1

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Expand your game!Expand your game!
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Expand your game!Expand your game!
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Combo Action System
If an Attack successfully deals damage, the Attacker may then choose to continue the same 
Attack Action with a valid Combo Action, if able!

To link 2 Attack cards together, any 1 of the button colors on the card’s right side must match  
1 of the button colors on the next card’s left side. Combo Actions count as Free Actions.

Defending Against a Combo Action
The defender is only given the option to Block or play an Event. They may not Counter-Attack.

Attack Movement and Range
1. Any Special movement effect, such as a Charge or Dash, must be performed, if able.
2. If an Attack in a Combo Action is ever out of range, that Attack is discarded and the   
 Combo Action immediately ends.

Turn Sequence
1. Draw! - Draw 2 cards. (Skipped during all players’ first turn)
2. Move! - Make a Free Move. May not be saved for later.
3. Fight! - Take up to 2 Actions from the following:  
 (may choose the same Action)

a. Move up to the Character’s move stat.
b. Draw 2 cards.
c. Play 1 card; you may continue playing cards  
 as a Combo Action. (See Attack Sequence,  
 pg. 11)
d. Use Ultra Attack by spending 8 Meter as a  
 player, or 12 as a boss, and resolving the  
 Ultra listed on the Character’s card.

Resolving an Attack Card
Perform the following steps in order to resolve your Attack:

1. You reveal your card and check your Attack’s range, discarding the   
 card and forfeiting the Action if you are not in range. A Charge or   
 Dash is considered in range if the Attacking Character can end adjacent  
 to the defender after resolving the movement.
2. Perform any movement on the Attack card, and apply any Unblockable   
 damage that might result from Collisions. (See Collisions pg. 14)
3. Decide whether or not you want to EX the Attack, if able. (See EX Attacks  
 pg.16)
4. Based on the defender’s chosen reaction, you and/or the defender roll   
 Battle Dice and compare the results. 
5. Any  results rolled by you and the defender are added to your   
 respective Meter gauges, respecting the “Golden Meter Rule.” (See pg. 8)
6. If you deal damage to the defender, you perform any keyword abilities   
 that trigger after dealing damage listed on the card. You choose the order  
 in which to apply multiple keywords. Multiple instances    
 of the same keywords are cumulative.

Key Changes to the Setup for Boss Mode
1. The boss player will take the Special 40-card boss Battle Deck and   
 Character card instead of a standard Battle Deck and Character card.
2. The boss player takes 10 standard boss challenge cards and combines                  
 them with the 10 Character-specific challenge cards, forming a 20-card   
      final Challenge Deck, and places it next to the game board within  
 viewing distance of all players.

Key Changes to Gameplay for Boss Mode
1. Each boss has their own Health stat printed on their boss Character’s card. 
2. The boss gets 3 default dice when Blocking against player Attack cards.
3. The boss player gets 3 additional dice for each Event card discarded to   
 boost a Block.
4. The boss’s maximum hand size is 7.
5. The boss’s Meter gauge must be filled to 12 before they may execute the   
 powered up version of their Ultra.

1st
Printing
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Tiger RageTiger RageSTRIKE

RANGE

ATTACK

STRIKE

Illust. Mauricio Herrera  © 2020 Jasco Games LLC.

throw 3

“I will not be satisfied until I have the
world’s strongest title again!”

Throw! - Place your character in 
a space adjacent to the attacker 
and throw them 2 spaces. Then 
draw 1 card. 1st

Printing
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2-42-4

Quick Tiger ShotQuick Tiger Shot

RANGE

ATTACK

PROJECTILE

Edge: +1 Attack Die at Range 3

If this attack deals damage, move Sagat 
up to 2 spaces. 

PROJECTILE

Illust. UDON Studios © 2020 Jasco Games LLC.

“TIGER!!”

Dodge! - If within Range 3 of the attacker, 
they take 2 unblockable damage and you 
place your character in a space adjacent to 
them. Otherwise, both players draw 1 card. 1st

Printing
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3-53-5

FIERCE Tiger ShotFIERCE Tiger Shot

RANGE

ATTACK

PROJECTILE

PROJECTILE

knoCkbaCk 1
Edge: +1 Attack Die at Range 5

If this attack deals damage, move Sagat 
up to 1 space. 

“TIGER SHOT!!”

Illust. Gunship Revolution © 2020 Jasco Games LLC.

Dodge! - If within Range 3 of the attacker, 
they take 2 unblockable damage and you 
place your character in a space adjacent to 
them. Otherwise, both players draw 1 card.

1 Attack 
damage

Block 1 
damage

Gain 1 Meter

Common Traits and Keywords
Charge X - Move X spaces in a straight line making no direction changes while moving. If 
you make contact with the defender, you will also move the defender along with your remaining 
movement until the movement is complete or is stopped by a wall.
Dash X - A dash requires a clear path to the defender. Move up to X spaces in a straight line 
making no direction changes while moving. You may only dash if you can end your movement in 
any space adjacent to the defender.
Knockback X - If the Attack deals 1 or more damage, move the defender X spaces in a straight 
line away from the Attacker. This movement may cause Collisions.
Mix-Up X - After the defender rolls their dice, you may force them to re-roll X dice of your choice.
Poke - If the Attack deals 1 or more damage, discard 2 cards from the top of the defender’s deck.
Stun X - If the Attack deals 1 or more damage, the defender must discard X random cards.
Super - Requires the Attacker to spend 4 Meter to play and is played face up. When rolling for 
damage count all  symbols as  and do not gain Meter. The defender may only roll boosted 
Block Dice to block damage.
Throw X - If the Attack deals 1 or more damage, move the Defender X spaces away from the 
Attacker. This movement may cause Collisions.
Unblockable - A type of Attack or source of damage which prevents Block Dice or boosted Block 
Dice from being rolled. Effects that ignore damage may still be used.
Whiff - When the Defender takes no damage after resolving an Attack.

Combo Action System
If an Attack successfully deals damage, the Attacker may then choose to continue the same 
Attack Action with a valid Combo Action, if able!

To link 2 Attack cards together, any 1 of the button colors on the card’s right side must match  
1 of the button colors on the next card’s left side. Combo Actions count as Free Actions.

Defending Against a Combo Action
The defender is only given the option to Block or play an Event. They may not Counter-Attack.

Attack Movement and Range
1. Any Special movement effect, such as a Charge or Dash, must be performed, if able.
2. If an Attack in a Combo Action is ever out of range, that Attack is discarded and the   
 Combo Action immediately ends.

Turn Sequence
1. Draw! - Draw 2 cards. (Skipped during all players’ first turn)
2. Move! - Make a Free Move. May not be saved for later.
3. Fight! - Take up to 2 Actions from the following:  
 (may choose the same Action)

a. Move up to the Character’s move stat.
b. Draw 2 cards.
c. Play 1 card; you may continue playing cards  
 as a Combo Action. (See Attack Sequence,  
 pg. 11)
d. Use Ultra Attack by spending 8 Meter as a  
 player, or 12 as a boss, and resolving the  
 Ultra listed on the Character’s card.

Resolving an Attack Card
Perform the following steps in order to resolve your Attack:

1. You reveal your card, then check its range and line of sight. If you are not  
 in range and line of sight, discard it and return any card played as a  
 counter-attack to the Defender’s hand. The Action ends without resolving  
 the Attack. A Charge or Dash is considered in range and line of sight if  
 the Attacking Character can end adjacent to the Defender after resolving  
 the movement. (See Line of Sight (LOS) pg.16)
2. Perform any movement on the Attack card, and apply any Unblockable   
 damage that might result from Collisions. (See Collisions pg. 14)
3. Decide whether or not you want to EX the Attack, if able. (See EX Attacks  
 pg.16)
4. Based on the defender’s chosen reaction, you and/or the defender roll   
 Battle Dice and compare the results. 
5. Any  results rolled by you and the defender are added to your   
 respective Meter gauges, respecting the “Golden Meter Rule.” (See pg. 8)
6. If you deal damage to the defender, you perform any keyword abilities   
 that trigger after dealing damage listed on the card. You choose the order  
 in which to apply multiple keywords. Multiple instances    
 of the same keywords are cumulative.

Key Changes to the Setup for Boss Mode
1. The boss player will take the Special 40-card boss Battle Deck and   
 Character card instead of a standard Battle Deck and Character card.
2. The boss player takes 10 standard boss challenge cards and combines                  
 them with the 10 Character-specific challenge cards, forming a 20-card   
      final Challenge Deck, and places it next to the game board within  
 viewing distance of all players.

Key Changes to Gameplay for Boss Mode
1. Each boss has a higher Health stat printed on their boss Character’s card. 
2. The boss gets 3 default dice when Blocking against player Attack cards.
3. The boss player gets 3 additional dice for each Event card discarded to   
 boost a Block.
4. The boss starts with 7 cards in their hand.
5. The boss’s Meter gauge must be filled to 12 to unleash a powerful version  
 of their Ultra.
6. The boss player reveals a challenge card from a Challenge Deck 
 during each turn.

Common Traits and Keywords
Charge X - Move X spaces in a straight line making no direction changes while moving. If 
you make contact with the defender, you will also move the defender along with your remaining 
movement until the movement is complete or is stopped by a wall.
Dash X - A dash requires a clear path to the defender. Move up to X spaces in a straight line 
making no direction changes while moving. You may only dash if you can end your movement in 
any space adjacent to the defender.
Knockback X - If the Attack deals 1 or more damage, move the defender X spaces in a straight 
line away from the Attacker. This movement may cause Collisions.
Mix-Up X - After the defender rolls their dice, you may force them to reroll X dice of your choice.
Poke - If the Attack deals 1 or more damage, discard 3 cards from the top of the defender’s deck.
Stun X - If the Attack deals 1 or more damage, the defender must discard X random cards.
Super - Requires the Attacker to spend 4 Meter to play and is played face up. When rolling for 
damage count all  symbols as  and do not gain Meter. The defender may only roll boosted 
Block Dice to block damage.
Throw X - The Defender does not roll Block Dice. If the Attacker deals 1 or more damage, 
move the Defender up to X spaces away from the Attacker’s space to a space in LOS, following 
the rules for counting diagonal range, when required. This movement may cause Collisions.
Unblockable - A type of Attack or source of damage which prevents Block Dice or boosted Block 
Dice from being rolled. Effects that ignore damage may still be used.
Whiff - When the Defender takes no damage after resolving an Attack.

1 Attack damage/
Block 1 damage

Critical 2
Attack damage

1 Attack 
damage

Block 1 
damage

Gain 1 Meter

1 Attack damage/
Block 1 damage


